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Overview
Easy Lazy Loader extension enables store owners to load or display product images
only on demand of customers rather than loading all at once. By using this
extension, store owners can reduce loading time of long webpages with lots of
products. The extension works like a server load balancer for a store owner and
enhances the efficiency of servers. It also makes the visitors’ experience more
satisfying than waiting for all images to load. This way, store owners can amplify
webpage speed, visitor engagement, visitor retention, lead generation, conversion
rates, and boost sales.

The Purpose
The team of Easy Lazy Loader is passionate to offer benefits to both customers and
store owners. Using this extension, customers will not have to wait for too much
for images to load and store owners can increase page speed & boost sales.

Installation Steps
First of all, you need FTP/SSH access and then follow these steps to complete the
installation.

Unpack the Downloaded (ZIP) Package File

Step 1

Upload Eecom folder to the app/code folder of
Magento® 2 Installation.

Step 2

Run Upgrade Setup by running this
command:
bin/magento setup:upgrade

Step 3

Enable the Module by running
this command:
bin/magento module:enable
Eecom_Lazyloader

Step 4

Recompile (incase you have compilation
enabled) by running this command:

bin/magento setup:di:compile

Step 5

Update from the composer for already
installed version by running this command:
composer update eecom/lazyloader

Step 6

For Re-indexing run this command:
bin/magento indexer:reindex

Extension Configuration
1. Enabling Lazy Load for Specific Categories
Extension has a feature which allows store admin to enable or disable the lazy load function for specific
categories. Admin can easily enable the lazy load feature for specific categories.
Login Admin Panel of your store -> Go to Stores -> Configuration -> Envision -> Lazy Loader -> Select
Category
You can now select the categories for which you want to enable the lazy load feature.

2. Default Number of Images Load
Admin can easily define the number of images that he/she wants to load initially without lazy load. If
admin selects 4 images, by default 4 product images will load.

3. Front End Screenshots

